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INTRODUCTIOI\

COMMANDER UNITED KINGDOM FIELD ARMY
AND INSPECTOR GE,NERAL TERRITORIAL ARMY

LIEUTENANT GENERAL
SIR MICHAEL WILKES KCB CBE

I have been most impressed by what I have seen of the Officers Training Corps in action since I
assumed responsibility for its activities in January 1991. The Army can count themselves lucky to
have such a thriving organisation based on the 19 separate contingents, comprising over 4,500 young

men and women, all keen to experience something of military life. Some have ambitions to join the

Armed Forces: other adventurous spirits are simply keen to join in with the many practical activities

on offer as a refreshing balance to their academic work.

In one sense the UOTCs can be regarded as independent units, each with a distinct identity of its own.

Indeed at one stage in their history they saw themselves as belonging much more to the University

than the Services. This is less so nowadays with the complexity of modern military training and

resource management. Thus whilst at pains to preserve individual identity, the UOTCs meld in with
both the Regular Army and the Territorial Army under the One Army Concept. Increasingly UOTCs
will look for active support from Regular and TA units in terms of training support and opportunities
to visit. On the other hand the Army clearly recognises the contribution which UOTCs make to the

public's understanding of the Army and, equally important in the national sense, the development of
young people. This inter-dependence is evident throughout this excellent Report.

It would be unwise of me not to refer to the fundamental changes which are taking place across the

spectrum of the nation's defence, in response to the enormous realignments which are taking place on

the intemational scene. It is a measure of the respect in which UOTCs are held that reductions in
UOTC strengths are minimal, when compared to the overall Army draw-down. However we must be

sure that the UOTC organisation remains both cost effective and well managed. 'When Colonel Gibb
and Lieutenant General Duffell reported on the OTC in 1988-1989, they discovered that while the

UOTCs were fully active, and in some places hyperactive, there was little hard statistical evidence to

substantiate the case that the UOTCs were in fact doing a thoroughly good and useful job as a
contribution to national defence. Their criticism was timely: without it the UOTCs would have been

ill-prepared to face the discipline imposed by the Army's recently adopted Corporate Plan - the New
Management Strategy.

In this Report and Year Book, I am pleased to tell you that the UOTCs are now fully accountable for
their resourcing and contribution to the wider family of the One Army. Much of this can be measured

statistically and where possible this has been done. The Report is not merely a bureaucratic exercise. It
goes a long way in quantifying the UOTCs' success in meeting the direct as well as commenting on

the intangible tasks which are expected of it.

I commend this Report to you and I make no apology for its length, or for the occasional controversial
comment. There is much to say the first time and I am sure it will be studied as avidly in the

Universities as by its military readership. It gives an excellent picture of the vitality of a much
respected part of our Army.

"q^*1
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FOREWORD

CHAIRMAN, COU¡{CIL OF MILITARY EDUCATION
COMMITTEES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM ANT)

PRO.CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
LEEDS

COLONEL A C ROBERTS
MBE TD JP DL MPhil PhD FIBiol

I am delighted to be given the opportunity of writing a Foreword to this Report. 
'We in the universities

are immensely proud of our UOTCs. As representatives of the staff of institutions of Higher
Education, we can see at fîrst hand the benefits for individuals who join the UOTC and take an active

part in the contingents' activities. Working in our institutions, we value the contribution that the

UOTCs make towards the totality of the work and life in the universities.

The universities like the Army are well aware of the necessity of corporate planning and evaluation, to

prove our value and e¿un resourcing. I can see great benefits in the OTC presenting a proper case,

which can be seen against the whole range of Army objectives.

Fostering the academic-military and civil-military relationship - a task written into the Cha¡ter of the

OTC - is perhaps easier to sense from the outside than from within the military institution. The
UOTCs do not act merely as an antidote to the pressure of university courses, or as university clubs.

They are an integral part of our universities, ranking in many respects alongside our academic
faculties. The whole subject of student aspirations for careers, their all-round development as potential
m¿nagers, and the understanding of leadership in all aspects of human endeavour, are all very much
the grist of the UOTCs' mill. Thus I welcome glimpses in this Report of outside events, ideas and

trends.

The demand for Higher Education is expanding. It will be met by an expansion of the universities and

the incorporation of polytechnics and other degree awarding institutions as universities or affiliated
bodies. It is an exciting time for Higher Education. The Army too is changing radically and not
merely in numerical strength. That also is a great challenge to our nation, which must be recognised
both outside and inside the Armed Services. As power houses, albeit of a different order, the
universities can greatly help in this process. I can see the OTC's role and value in keeping the flow of
understanding and information between academics and military men increasing greatly in the 1990s

and beyond.

VI vl1



Objective 2. Core military training is achieved by following the syllabuses of Military Training

Qualifications (MTQ) Parts 1 and 2. The number of MTQ passes at MTQ 1 were 1,42I and for MTQ
2 level, 732. Comparative Bounty rates are shown, which effectively measure activity levels in the

UOTCs. Overall 45.7Vo of students gained their Bounty.

Objective 3. The tables shown the numbers from UOTCs passing commissioning boards. Many pass

the Regular Commissions Board (RCB) before joining, but 140 passed while serving in UOTCs

during the year. A further 327 passed the District Assessment Boards (DAB) for the Territorial Almy.

A further 73 officer cadets gained Army Bursaries and29 gained Army Cadetship.

Tables are provided showing Regular course intakes at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and

subsequent commissioning figures. In 1991 227 men and women from the UOTCs joined RMAS
courses, and 199 were commissioned. (The Sep 91 intake of ex-UOTC members was far larger than

the Sep 90 intake, which explains these figures). 34Vo of all RMAS entrants of 815 were from the

UOTCs, while respectively 7t.6%o and 35.87o of entrants to the Standard Graduate and 'Women's

Standard Courses comprised ex-OTC members. Of the 662 commissioned from the RMAS during the

year,307o were former members of the UOTCs.

One hundred and seventy-seven officer cadets were commissioned into the TA after attending the

RMAS TA Course. One hundred and three subaltems transferred from the OTC to TA Group A units,

68.2qo) which is an encouraging rate. A further 31 members gained other types of commission, both

Regular and non-Regular.

Other Management Statistics show that 2,258 (58.2Vo) student members attended Camp and 401 were

attached to the Regular Army. Eight hundred and sixty-seven attended weekend training with the

Regular Army and 361 attended one or two weeks courses.

A large number of members followed special to arms training syllabuses in UOTCs or elsewhere.

Many more attended centralised military training at Centres, Schools, on exercises and competitions,
collectively or individually.

Adventurous training expeditions were mounted by the UOTCs, both overseas (10 expeditions) and in
the UK. Some were collaborative expeditions, and UOTCs are encouraged to pool resources in order

to raise standards of training and make savings on overhead costs.

Civil-Military Relations activities were carried out, including 5 MACC tasks and 2 EXECUTIVE
STRETCH exercises. A start has been made to extend similar activities towards the uncommitted

students in universities and colleges.

UOTCs have provided opportunities for sporting events. East Midlands UOTC won the Queen's Cup

for TA sport.

Students formed audiences for UOTC and university sponsored lectures and presentations on defence

subjects. UOTCs are required to expand the number of such opportunities in future.

The overall cost of the OTC is shown, based on NMS principles of accounting. In FY 199019I the

OTC cost f)6.7M.

The Report ends with data, comments and re-published articles placing the OTC in the wider context.

Expectations in undergraduate job search, together with OTC students' expectations and motivation

for commissions are shown, together with recent trends in university management and leadership

training, where UOTCs could become involvèd.

Subsequent Annual Reports will be able to measure improvements in UOTC achievements. Since

statistics often conceal as much as they reveal, a way of assessing the OTC's impact long term on

national life should be conducted.

Glasgow and Strathclyde UOTC on parøde,
the Esplønøde, University of Glasgow

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The aim of this first Annual OTC Report and Year Book is to report on the UOTCs' achievements

during the Training Year (Oct 90 - Sep 91) in the context of the Charter.

Part 1 publishes the overall OTC achievements in the Training Year, together with a full commentary,

so as to give a balanced explanation of those aspects that can be quantified, as well as those that

indicate value added quality. Paft2 publishes detailed UOTC figures. As these are base-line figures,

comparisons are not drawn with previous years.

An explanation is provided of the OTC Charter, the 1988 Review, the 1989 Efficiency Scrutiny, MOD
Policy Paper and UKLF Implementation Plan. The OTC Directive and Action Plan forms part of the

Field Army Plan under New Management Strategy.

Objective 1. Strength against establishment is recorded for each UOTC. The figures indicate whether

or not there is a strong intake of students, good retention and thereby the quality of UOTC activities.

Overbearing is not allowed beyond the officer cadet establishment of 4059. 35.17o of the OTC are

women. Measured on 1 Mar 91, the OTC was 96Vo up to strength.

v11l IX
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CHAPTER 1

A member of London UOTC,
W OcdtWalsh, takcs the MTQ2

exam øtWestdown Camp, Mørch 1991

OTC PRESEI\CE II{ THE
UIüVERSITIES

SCHEME OF THE OTC ANNUAL REPORT AND
YEAR BOOK

General. The Report and Year Book 1991 is divided into2 parts. Part I is a commentary on the
statistics, together with other facts about the OTC in general. The term'OTC' denotes the Corps as an
entity; a contingent of the Corps is designated 'UOTC'. The Training Year coincides with the
Academic Yea\ viz 1 Oct-30 Sep. Being the first Report this part is long, but much of the commentary
will remain valid for a number of years. The detailed tables which show the UOTCs' statistics are
contained in Part 2: it is sent out to a limited distribution. It is recognized that there could be some
inadvertent omissions. The underlying purpose of the report is to promote the exchange of ideas and
give encouragement by providing centralised data. Opportunities and activity levels are what are being
measured and described in this document, both at the macro and the micro levels.

Utility and Value. The Report presents facts which directly prove the 'utility' of the OTC's work and
activities. This is the normal way that management judges the positivist and prescriptive relationship

1x



and achievements of input and output. The Report also seeks to place the UOTCs in the context of
their whole value for the universities and the Army. Statistics can reveal much, but may have severe

limitations in the context of such organisations as the Armed Services or educational institutions,

which are by nature highly personality-intensive. Thus quantitative data is useful, but qualitative

reporting is equally if not more instructive. The 'value added' activities of the OTC are given weight,

and are exposed chiefly by description. The result is the addition of 'Year Book' to the document's

title, and a host of extra information. In modern management terms this is seeking total quality

management information; for the universities it is empirical research and for the military it is
staffwork - achieved by a blend of top down direction and bottom up achievement reporting, to use

cuffent management j argon.

Performance Assessment of Universities. It is interesting to note that the British universities are

ahead of Continental universities in quality assessment, although the 'arrangements for monitoring

academic quality are still embryonic'. 'The five most frequently used university Performance

Indicators [are] unit costs, non-completion rates, degree results, the first destination of graduates and

research ouþut.' (Quoted from the Times Higher Education Supplement.) Readers will see that these

are not dissimilar to the UOTCs' Performance Indicators, which are shown below.

Aim. The aim of this document is to report on the UOTCs' achievements during the Training Year in

the context of the Charter.

OTC KEY DOCUMENTS

CHARTER

It is worthwhile to begin the Report with some key OTC documents. The new Charter of the OTC

states:

'Role. The role of the OTC is to provide a practical link between the Army and

universities, thereby fostering interest in, and understanding of, the Army and its role

as an instrument of defence policy. Its tasks are:

a. To inform, advise, assist and encourage students who are potential

candidates for commissions in the Regular Army, TA and Cadet Forces.

b. To provide training for students, to prepare them for commissions in the

Regular Army, TA and Cadet Forces.

c. To supervise, administer and train, in accordance with current MOD
instructions, students, cadets and Regular Army Officers in residence at

universities.'

THE UOTC REVIEW REPORT 1.988

A review was carried out in 1988 for the Director General Territorial Army and Organisation by

Col F F Gibbs CBE. The recommendations of the Review are paraphrased in the Annex A to Part 2 of
the Report. Briefly they were concerned with the OTC Chain of Command, recruiting for
commissioned service, rationalizing of UOTC Establishments and specialist sub-units, improving the

organisation of OTC training and formalizing a mobilization role. The officer cadet Establishment was

to be expanded from 3300 to 4059.

MILITARY LED EFF'ICIENCY SCRUTINY 1989

The Military Led Efficiency Scrutiny was conducted for the Cadinet Office Efficiency Unit by a team

led by Brigadier, now Lieutenant General P R Duffell CBE MC, the recommendations are set out in
Annex B to Part 2.The recommendations encompassed new MOD responsibilities for the OTC, New
Management Strategy (NMS) implementation and the gathering of Management Statistics, a cut of
fl.5M pa in the Army's Long Term Costings (LTC), a greater emphasis for the UOTCs' recruiting for
commissioned service role and improvements to the OTC syllabuses. Commissioning targets were

rejected by Ministers.

The Scrutiny also investigated the University Royal Naval Units, the University Air Squadrons and the

Combined Cadet Force in schools. It is worth repeating extracts from the Scrutiny about the UOTCs'
'recruiting' task and their'presence' in the universities.

'Due weight must be given to the contribution that units make to reserve as well as

regular commissions and to the competitive nature of the graduate recruiting market.
Nevertheless, they appear less than competitive with altemative methods of recruiting
and involve costs which are significantly greater than those which other employers are

prepared to pay. If value for money is to be measured in terms of recruiting alone,
they do not pay their way.'

'Units have a part to play in keeping the Services in the public eye and in promoting a
wider understanding of their role as instruments of defence policy. Historically, this
role has been stressed in preference to recruiting and despite recent evidence of
change, many authorities continue to see this as a prime function. Placing a value on it
is a difficult exercise in judgement but given the limited coverage of university units
and their essential characteristic of providing in-depth experience to small numbers of
people, the Scrutiny team treats the more exaggerated claims with a degree of
scepticism.'

These comments, however, reflect the tight terms of reference within which the MLES was worHng.
The leadership development debate in universities, and the civil-military relations surveys carried out
by MORI and Gallup recently hint at a much wider view of the value of the OTC, both innate and

potential. They are described in Chapter 5 of Part 1 of this Report and put the MLES findings in a

better perspective.

REORGANISATION OF THE OTC

Subsequent to the Report and Scrutiny, the MOD prepared a Paper and HQ UKLF wrote an

Implementation Plan for the reorganisation of the OTC. In outline the OTC was reorganized at the
start of the 1990-91 Training Year with Charter amendments, new Establishments for 15 'standard'

UOTCs, 3 larger and one smaller than the standard (London, Oxford, Cambridge and Aberdeen), and

instructions for training, together with an LTC saving measure. This led to the 1990 and 1991 'OTC
Directive and Action Plans', which introduced the UOTCs into the Field Army Plan and NMS
accountability.

A system of submitting a 'UOTC EVAL' form, akin to the OPEVAL for operational units, was

introduced and the collation of detailed information on the 19 UOTCs has resulted in the detail for this
Annual Report and Year Book. Upon the evidence of successive Annual Reports, management
decisions can be made, particularly those regarding 'Options for Change'. Outlines of the
Implementation Plan and OTC Directive and Action Plan are set out in the Annex C to Part 2 of this
Report.
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NEW MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

NMS

Objectives and Performance fndicators (PIs). There are 3 objectives, drawn from the OTC Charter,

which in outline are:

a. Objective 1-. 'To encourage interest in the Army and its role as an instrument of Defence

Policy.'This is measured by recruiting to UOTC Establishment; retention rate up to the end of
the second year; and retention in the thirdÆourth years for those with military ambitions.

b. Objective 2. 'To maximise the effectiveness of the individual training effort to defined

standards.'This is achieved by passing the Military Training Qualifications (MTQ) Part 1 (first
year) and Pafi 2 (second year). Additionally Bounty eamers are counted as a measure of the

quality and effectiveness of the training.

c. Objective 3. 'To encourage officer recruiting to the Regular Army, TA, Cadet Forces

and other Armed Services.' The number of passes in the Potential Office (PO) selection boards

and achievements on the various commissioning courses are measured. The 'input' in Objective
1, enthused by interesting training in Objective 2, should result in a good score in Objective 3,

the'output'.

A wide range of activities and achievements can thus be presented statistically, both as formal PIs and

also as'value added' factors.

UOTC Budgets. In 1991, the UOTCs came under the Army Commander's Budget, and all funding
falls to the Chain of Command budgetary ¿urangements. Overall cost identification can be achieved

under NMS accounting and UOTCs' costs are shown in Chapter 3. In future years more precise costs

can be published.

MOBILIZATION ROLE

Officer cadets in the OTC have always had a liability for mobilization. Members will be called
forward for training at the RMAS, prior to being posted as individual officer reinforcements. Thus

the OTC forms a 2000+ pool of potential officeis, selected, documented and ready for service, as well
as being trained in the Common Military Syllabus (TA), and many to a more advanced standard.

Nominal rolls are held centrally at HQ UKLF. This mobilization role is an incontravertible fact, and a

major contribution to the future defence of the nation. It is therefore a potent means of justifying the

continuation of the OTC as a military force.

UI\IVERSITY CATCHMEI{T AREAS

Although the 1988 Review questioned the location of the 19 UOTCs in relation to the demography/
geography of the student population in the United Kingdom, it was decided that there were too many

other factors (eg disruption of well-established officer producing universities/UOTCs, non-localisation

of most universities, travel by public transport to centres), for a wholesale relocating of UOTCs to
guarantee an improvement of coverage of catchment areas. Thus building on well-established UOTCs

was the recommendation. The UOTCs are manifestly part of the fabric of their parent universities,

their context is akin to the regimental system in the Regular Army and TA, and they match the

universities' own aim of drawing nationally and internationally for their students.

4

It is clear that the message of a UOTC necessarily 'reaching those parts' where it perhaps had not
reached before in its catchment area, has been taken to heart in some UOTCs. Others should be
encouraged to seek ways of extending their influence throughout their catchment area. For instance
the experience some UOTCs have had in opening up and running healthy detachments is worth
investigating by the other UOTCs, who operate on a single site. Headquarters United Kingdom Land
Forces will be watching this recommendation in the future, particularly in connection with setting the
manpower allocation for'Options for Change'.

CIVL-MILITARY RELATIONS

Civil-Military relations is a huge and complex subject. A definition of civil-military relations in the
context of the OTC's work is necessary at this point. Firstly there is the immediate need to persuade

the student body and university staff that the military profession is for the educated and civilized
members of society, as much as those of more modest educational achievements. Soldiering is a
highly sophisticated business and the care with which the profession goes about its business
increasingly requires highly intelligent men and women in its command and management structure.
Since 1972 a high proportion of graduates have joined for commissioned service. (It is well known
that there is a strong correlation between youthful intellectual success and mature ability.) That
proportion must be maintained. Secondly, the vast majority of students who are not joining the Armed
Services should be induced to hold the Armed Services in good esteem here and now. Then in the
medium and long term this respect for the Armed Services will be evidenced in numerous spheres of
activity from Government, professions, industry and commerce, to wherever influence lies in society,
including of course the family. The recent initiative of the National Employers' Liaison Committee for
the support of the Reserve Forces, and indirectly the Regular Forces, is directed towards promoting
good civil-military relations. So the OTC is not alone in this aim.

ACTIVITIES

UOTCs have been urged recently to investigate activities that promote good civil-military relations to
be included in their annual programmes. This can be achieved with the help of the Military Education
Committees. In 1991 two UOTCs, on behalf of their local TAVRAs, have mounted Exercise
EXECUTIVE STETCH, which is a mixture of KRYPTON FACTOR and Regular Commissioning
Board (RCB) activities for young executives. Details are given in Chapter 3. One UOTC has carried
out a STUDENT STRETCH exercise for uncommitted university students and more are planned for
1992. Development of the UOTC into a 'faculty of leadership training', open to more than those who

Join' as full military members, is perhaps for a time in the future but that future could be near. UOTCs
and MECs are urged to take note of the contents of Chapter 5. Multinational/supranational armed
forces are also on the political agenda: many universities are already multi-national institutions. It is
not necessary to labour the connection. Then there are possibilities of linking UOTC qualifications
with the NCVQ and SCOTVEC schemes of vocational accreditation. All these matters have been
seriously discussed, together with other radical ideas, during the OTC Commanding Officers'
Conferences in 1990 and 1991, to the suqprise of some senior officers in the Chain of Command who
read the Minutes.

Military Aid to the Civil Community (MACC) is another obvious civil-military relations exercise of a
direct nature. These tasks have been conducted by UOTCs for many years and are popular amongst
the officer cadets, as well as the grateful recipients of a new bridge or adventure playround. Any
tangible activity that can be devised to promote good civil-military relations should be on the agenda
and programme of the UOTCs: they are not merely recruiting factories, or university clubs.

5



CHAPTER 2

Oxford AOTC Royal Artillery Troop fires the Remembrance Døy 1991 Sølute
ín the Aníversíty Parks. This marks the løstft,ring of the UOTC's own

105 mm Pack Howítzers

OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMAI\CE
NDICATORS

OBJECTIVE 1.: ESTABLISHMENTS AND ANNUAL
STRENGTH

ESTABLISHMENT

The new Establishments of the OTC formally took effect in Apr 91, although the permanent staff, TA
staff and officer cadet strength figures in each UOTC took account of this from the start of the
Training Year in Oct 90. Fifteen UOTCs are on the standard establishment of 198 officer cadets,

while Aberdeen's establishment allows for 165, Oxford's and Cambridge's264 and London's 396. Of
these fìgures 307o may be women. Thus the total OTC establishment for Officer Cadets is 4059.
Filling its esøblishment demonstrably measures a UOTC's recruiting and retention. Student members

should be drawn as widely as possible from the whole of the UOTC's catchment area.

It should be noted that there are other categories of members of the OTC. Army Bursary holders are

held over establishment, and their numbers vary between UOTCs considerably. By virtue of their
status they have already met the first aim of the OTC, but they are encouraged to join by the
Directorate of Army recruiting and their regimental/corps sponsors. Many of them contribute greatly
to the OTC civil-military relations aim. The General List Subaltems are held on a separate Pool and

Fstablishment and some of them also hold Army Bursaries. Cadetship officers are of course serving
Regular officers and most have been on the introductory course at the RMAS first. There are a few,

however, who gain their Cadetships in mid-university career and most of these will have been Army
Bursa¡s already. The encouraging of officer cadets to gain Bursaries and Bursars to gain Cadetships
while serving in the OTC, are of course 'success stories' for the contingent, particularly when the

individuals had not been to the RCB before joining the OTC. Precise figures of total success stories in
these categories are not possible and comparisons between UOTCs are therefore not fair. Thus
strengths of these two categories, together with In Service Degree and Higher Degree students (all of
whom are fully trained regular officers administered by UOTCs), are not deemed to indicate
individual UOTC performance. They are included in the figures for intemal management purposes

and to show their distribution, which is of general interest.

ANNUAL STRENGTH

The figures for the strength of UOTCs are declared once during the Training Year. Contingents are

allowed to overbear at the beginning of the Training Year, in the knowledge that about 307o of the new
recruits will decide not to remain in the UOTC once their initial enthusiasm is fully tested. Thus on L

March, a point by which time undergraduates should have decided the main thrust of their extramural
activities, UOTCs will be fairly certain of their strength for the year. Holding inactive officer cadets is

discouraged, because either the UOTCs will be unnecessarily overbome, or places are denied which
could be taken up in a second recruiting campaign in the Spring. In practice it is often extremely
difficult to gauge the real motivation of undergraduates, and a number of them may suddenly
rediscover a military interest after a period in which it has lain dormant, while they are still on the

UOTC's books. Some indeed spend a year away from their university to study elsewhere and

attachments to other Armies can be ananged for them. Care has to be exercised of course in handling
all members, active or less active, for those who only attend the OTC for a few weeks or months, will
in some part meet the OTC aim of promoting good civil-military relations, even if it is only a general

respect for military service. The presence of a UOTC on campus often works in mysterious and

hidden ways.

TABLE 1 - THE STRENGTH OF THE OTC ON 1 MARCH 91.

COMMENTS

Overall Figures. Recruiting of students into the OTC was heavy in October 1990 and it seems that in
an effort to follow the Directive, the discharge of less enthusiastic members may have been overdone:
7 UOTCs were close to their establishment figure of officer cadets, 2 by permission were allowed to
overbear by some 30 extra officer cadets each. The figure of 3880 represents 96Vo of establishment
and all those members are deemed to meet the criteria of genuine Potential Officers.

76

Establishment Strength

Male OCdts
Female OCdts

2842
t2r7

2520
1360

4059 3880

Bursars
General List Subalterns
Cadetship Officers
In Service Degree Officers
Higher Degree Officers

288
381
1,54

12
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Individual UOTC Figures. Individual UOTC figures are shown in Part 2 of this Report, Table l.
Not too much should be read into the first year's figures for strength against establishment. It will take
more than one year's figures to gauge the sustainable number within a UOTC's catchment area.

Furthermore there are countless variables amongst such personality-intensive institutions of higher
education - not unlike the Regular Army and TA - from which individual UOTCs draw their recruits,
as well as the volatilþ of students' perceptions and attitudes. Table la of Part 2 shows the TA staff
shortages.

Strength and Bounty Rate. Another way of viewing UOTC strength is to compare it with the
Bounty rate. Should a UOTC hold too many inactive members, or include in its strength these who
clearly do not meet the criteria of potential Officer, their bounty rate (Table 3) will be low
compared with strength, UOTC places will be wasted and valuable Man Training (MTD)/Pay
allocations may not be used to the greatest effectiveness.

Catchment Area Coverage. UOTCs which may be under strength should consider how effective is

their membership cover throughout their catchment area. Some contingents have very active
detachments, who meet in TA Centres away from the main UOTC Training Centre, both on weekdays

and at some weekends. Whilst this gives extra administrative burdens, the value of the material
contribution to the greatest number of universities and institutions of higher education, means

contingents are probably meeting the Charter more fully. Four UOTCs have outstations at present,

Cambridge, Wales, Tayforth and Liverpool: others should consider opening one or more.

Male-Female Ratio. The figure of 35.17o of female officer cadets in the OTC shows a strong interest
by women undergraduates in military activities. Whilst in some UOTCs the figure is lower than this
(the lowest is A.47o), in others there is very strong competition for places by females and the level of
enthusiasm is perceptibly raised by their contribútion . The 30Vo allowed cannot be strictly enforced: as

well as female enthusiasm, there is often pressure from Military Education Committees to increase the
proportion of women in the universities' service units in line with declared university policy. (The
proportion of women undergraduates in UK universities is 457o).In determining which of the new

intake should remain in the OTC, the women often show up better than the men, thus distorting the

ratio of those who remain.

Career Opportunities for Women. The figures show that the OTC has integrated a high proportion

of women in its ranks. While the OTC comprises more ,women proportionately than most adult British
military organisations, the female competition within UOTCs for gaining TA Commissions at the
RMAS is fiercer than it is for the males. To be fair to the women, whose expectations may be too
highly raised, the overall proportion should be watched each year and compared closely with
opportunities for women to serve in the Regular Army and TA. A high proportion of those women
serving now will become captains of industry, persons of influence in public life and mothers in due

course. Good civil-military understanding needs to be fostered in families as well as occupational and

social institutions over the ye¿lrs.

Strength by Individuals' Academic Year. The overall strength by year of service of officer cadets
(less Bursars) is of interest and is shown diagrammatically in Table la.

TABLE 1A - STRENGTH BY YEAR - OFFICERS CADETS

1724

t243

649

264

lst 2nd 3rd 4thl5th

This table shows that the figure of those officers cadets in their 3rd and later years declines more
steeply than between years 1 and 2, This reflects pressure of final year exams and other competing
extramural activities, which naturally cause a decline in enthusiasm. The factors are scarcely
quantifiable but it is a wholly natural and expected phenomenon. Furthermore it is in the Army's
interests that members of the OTC are not seen to be 'Army barmy', otherwise the reputation of the
UOTCs would militate against their function of promoting good civil-military relations in the
university setting and, as a characteristic, arguably it is at odds with proper military professionalism.
Furthermore UOTC staff constantly have to remind themselves that the first purpose of
undergraduates is to gain a good degree and it is in the Army's best interest that they should do so.
Often officer cadets have to be restrained from over-enthusiasm for OTC activities, so as to avoid
getting into trouble with their academic tutors. As an aside, it has been suggested that UOTCs should
declare the number of 'firsts' their members gain as a Performance Indicator. Degrees, after all, are a
means to expanding the capacity of the brainpower of individuals, not ends in themselves. Certainly
under the Options for Change 1.5Vo dravtdown of the OTC, it is in the 3rdlfithyears where contingents
could perhaps thin out further - as recommended by the Efficiency Scrutiny (para 5.13) - rather than
earlier.
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OBJECTIVE 2: MILITARY TRAII\ING

TRAII\II\G FOR MILITARY TRAINII\G
QUALIFICATIOI\S

MILITARY TRAINING

MTQ. The Military Training Qualification Part I and Part 2 (MTQ 1, MTQ 2) represent the core
military activities of the UOTCs' programme for the Training Year. MTQ 1 comprises skill at arms,
fieldcraft and tactics, communications skills, map reading, first aid, NBC, drill, fitness training,
military knowledge and leadership development. It is tested internally, usually at the end of the first
term of service. The full qualification includes attendance at Annual Camp, and equates with the
Common Military Syllabus TA, which is the basic recruit training for all members of the TA. MTQ 2

is aligned to the four phase TA Potential Officer (TAPO) training syllabus, and covers the following
subjects - skill at arms, fieldcraft, tactics, communications skills, military knowledge, map reading,
fitness training and leadership development.

TA COMMISSIONING COURSE SELECTION

The possession of MTQ 1 and MTQ 2 qualifies the officer cadet for selection for attendance on the TA
Commissioning Course at the RMAS, although leadership development and practice for command
appointments necessarily occupies individuals beyond the formal syllabus requirements and a pass in
the exam. UOTCs have recently been urged to ensure more emphasis on leadership preparation for
would-be subaltems. Selection for the TA Course is completed by the passing a District Assessment
Board (DAB), conducted on the same principles as the Regular Commissioning board (RCB).

MILITARY SYLLABUSES

There is a pressure from time to time to reduce the content of the military syllabuses, and particularly
MTQ 2 which is tested by a formal Board under HQ District direction, when MTDlPay allocations are

tight. It should be borne in mind that the first half of this Training Year was umestricted as far as

MTD/Pay was concerned: from April 1991 32 MTDs per officer cadet were allowed, that is an

average of 16 days until the end of the Training Year in September. Although the majority of those
who pass MTQ 2 will not gain commissioning in the TA - the figure is about 25Vo - the syllabus and

exam must be pitched at a level for those who will attend RMAS TA commissioning courses.
Furthermore it must be emphasised that the OTC is a serious military training corps, with a
mobilization role, and not merely an advanced youth movement. While keeping a strong military
content, a balance of activities can be achieved with imagination and planning, which both holds the
interest of the officer cadets and meets the needs of the Army.

t2

MTQ EXAM RESULTS

The overall totals of MTQ exams passed in the Training Year are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 - MILITARY TRAINING QUALIFICATIONS

Cadets Bursars Cadetships
Officers

Totals

MTQ 1

M F M F M F

832 484 71. 6 26 2 142 1

MTQ 2 438 204 54 7 27 2 732

M=Male,F=Female

COMMENTS

Overall Figures. The emphasis is on practical training and there is the need for officer cadets to
absorb information and leam skills which are not themselves greatly intellectually challenging. The
keenness with which they tackle the exarns is encouraging and being intelligent, they are very quick to
learn. How training time is used - evening training in UOTC centres, weekend programmes and
exercises, vacation 'camps' and Annual Camp itself - is according to the CO's training directive. It
reflects university timetabling, established practice, resources and a degree of experimentation.
Tighter MTDÆay allocations are forcing economies and probably improving the intrinsic quality of
the training.

Individual UOTC Variations. The highest figure for MTQ 2 for a standard establishment UOTC
(less Bursars and Cadetship Officers) is 65 and the same contingent encouraged 19 Bursars to pass the
exam. The lowest score was 16 officer cadets. These rates should be seen in relation to the large range
of other individual UOTC statistics, as well as their achievements which are not enumerated, but are
fully described. Bursars are encouraged to take the exam, as are Cadetship Officers particularly if they
have not attended the RMAS Course, and a reasonable proportion rise to the challenge.

Percentage Pass Rate. From the Tables it can be computed that 5l.6%o of second year Officer Cadets
(642 from 1243, excluding Bursars and Cadetships Officers) have passed MTQ 2 in the Training Year.
How reasonable a figure this is may be open to argument and proof in future years. It seems to accord
very closely with the number who stay on into the third year - which is in the spirit of the OTC
Directive Partz, and a recommendation in the Efficiency Scrutiny, to discharge those not interested in
passing the exam. To retain more officer cadets in the third year would reduce the number that could
be recruited anyway for the first year, and the CO must decide on the balance of officer cadets per
year. Furthermore, it must be remembered that military training is a means of promoting leadership
development in individuals, not an end in itself. By their nature, however, UOTCs do not lend
themselves to as much collective training as might be ideal and allow those with further military
ambitions to gain experience in command : the ratio of aspiring chiefs and contented indians is all
wrong. Those who have passed MTQ 2 and gained TA commission or have been promoted to Under
Officer rank, do get practice in instructing officer cadets on MTQ subjects. It is these who gain the
most from the OTC syllabus, even if they do not go on to the Regular Army or Group A TA. The OTC
is, after all, a part time organization and there are limits which it is not sensible to attempt to exceed.
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BOUNTY EARNING . MEASURING ACTIVITY
LEVELS

Bounty as Performance Indicator. The award of Bounty is a measure of the level of activity within

any unit of the TA. The CO has to certify that each individual has carried out certain training,
conducted in the training centre and at weekends, and has additionally attended Annual Camp. A
course or training attachment is allowed in place of Camp. As such the Bounty rate is therefore a good

PI, indicating imaginative and well-attended training in a UOTC. Quality and quantity are here

strongly correlative.

Bounty Earners. The Bounty year has tecently been brought into line with the OTC Training Year for
both officers cadets and subaltems, for the purposes of this Report. Some individuals start the training
yerir as officer cadets (including some Bursars), but gain their commission mainly during the period

after 31 Mar.

TABLE 3 - BOUNTY EARNERS 30 SEP 91

COMMENTS

Overall Bounty Comparisons. The figure of 45.7Vo overall is probably a reasonable one. There

appears to be no strong correlation between Annual Camp attendance and Bounty e¿uners, because the

former has to be seen against the number of courses and attachments in lieu, which qualify the

individual for Bounty. (See Tables 8 and 9 below). Whilst no previous overall figures are available, it
is suspected that individual UOTCs experience proportionately quite large fluctations for Bounty

eaming between years.

Individuat UOTC Totals. The individual UOTC Bounty rates for officer cadets and Bursars vary

from low scoring UOTCs, at 27.3Vo and31.37o, to high scoring UOTCs at57.l%o and62.2Vo.Itis
interesting to see that a slightly large proportion of males (45.7qo) qualify than females (43.37o),

although some UOTCs report that females probably concentrate harder on the task while taking part in

activities. The higher male figure could be accounted for by the larger number of male attachments

and courses available. It could also be that women work harder for academic honours in the later years

of their university residence. The proportion of Bursars gaining Bounty (55.27o) bolsters the overall

figures, but there is strong pressure put on them by sponsors to go on attachments and/or attend

t6

Annual Camp. The Bounty figure for subaltems (which includes some Bursars) is good: they are by
definition very keen members of the UOTCs. Some of them will have qualified for Bounty by virtue
of their attending the RMAS TA commissioning course in the Training Year in lieu of Annual Camp.

Improving Bounty Rate. It is, however, not fair to compare UOTCs too closely on Bounty rates,

because recruiting areas vary greatly as well as patterns of attendance. Those UOTCs with lower than
average Bounty rates, however, may wish to raise the quality of the training opportunities and/or look .-.
to discharge their least active members. If they are satisfied with the quality of training and the
opportunities offered, the figure may well faithfully gauge the sustainable number of undergraduates
throughout their catchment area. There is always room for experimentation and improvement, and the
topic of opening up detachments has already been raised.

Unpredictabitity. The Bounty rate does not necessarily reflect the efforts of the staff to provide a full
and imaginative training programme. Working in a UOTC can be intensely rewarding for the
permanent staff, but often the response is unpredictable and sometimes even frustrating.
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Total

Officer
Cadets

Bursars List B
Subalterns

M F M/F MÆ

1151 59s t59 225

Strength 2520 1360 288 381

Percentages 45.7Vo 43.\Vo 55.27o 59.LVo

Percentage Officer Cadets

plus Bursars

45.7Vo
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Queen's University OTC on the ranges, admínístrative pause. Exeter UOTC Sarvival weekend.
Adjutønt Møjor Briøn Híll RGI demonstrates the preparation of

wild game, whíle officer cødets attempt not to suspend their disbelief.

GOC Northern lreland presents awards to Queen's UOTC on the ranges.

Exeter UoTc,Watermanship trøining on the River Exe.
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Northumbriøn UOTC at work
wíth planks at Summer Camp
W OCdt Holden and 2 Lt Betts

Oxford UOTC deþnce exercise
February 1991.

O Cdts PhilWilson ønd Ben
Cockburn of Queen's UOTC

Gløsgow and Strøthclyde
UOTC searchfor mines during

øn NBC alert at
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Test
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OBJECTIVE 3: RECRUITING FOR COMMISSIONED
SERVICE

CHAPTER RECRUITING PLAN

Recruiting as Utility. The 'utility' of the OTC could be measured in terms of commissioning
statistics only, but to do so would be to deny the quality of the service given by UOTCs, and also treat

the Corps quite differently from any other offîcer training institution in the Armed Services. That

having been said, it is clear that the UOTCs must continue to recruit Regular and TA Officers and seek

the means of improving the figures. The Efficiency Scrutiny (para 5.12) stated that 'an additional 5
officer candidates from each UOTC would fill the Army's cuffent recruiting deficit'. The position on

officer recruiting can and has changed three years on. V/isely recruiting targets were rejected by the

MOD. Mention, however, is made later in the report of the continued need for plentiful candidates for
commissions, even under 'Options of Change'.

Recruiting Figures. Mention has also been made about the UOTCs encouraging those who have

passed RCB to gain Bursaries, as well as Bursary holders improving their commitment to the Regular

Army by gaining University Cadetships. These figures are all shown below. The figures for officer
cadets (including Bursars) passing DABs reflect the MTQ 2 pass rates (Table 2) and subsequently

candidates who gain places on the TA commissioning courses at the RMAS (Table 7). The
undermentioned RCB passes, taken together with officer cadets who have already passed RCB before

going up to university (including Bursars), will reflect the Regular RMAS entry figures and

subsequent commissioning figures (Tables 5 and 6). There is of course a time lapse between
individuals passing DAB and RCB attending courses and gaining commissions: thus a good year of
commissioning board passes may not reflect commissions gained until the following year. Similarly a

good year in MTQ 2 may or may not affect the rate of DAB passes. There are many unpredictables.

For this reason percentage comparisons between figures in Table 2 and Tables 4, 5 and 6, whilst
possible, do not prove anything in particular so will be avoided.

SELECTION BOARDS SUCCESSES

The results of DABs, RCB and DAR awards are as follows:

TABLE 4 - POTENTIAL OFFICER SELECTION BOARDS
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COMMENTS

Overall Figures. In future years the trends shown by these figures will be watched by those
responsible for recruiting for and manning the Regular Army and TA. Although these are baseline

figures, it is believed that they represent an improvement on the last year or two, particularly for the

Regular Army.

Individual UOTC Scores. These are shown in Table 4 of Part 2, and vary greatly under each

category. Whilst some UOTCS score strongly in RCB, this does not necessarily reflect their DAB
passes. From here onwards the tables seem to show clearly which UOTCs are traditional Regular
Army hunting grounds and those which have strong links with the TA. (To some extent they were

discernible in the Part 2 Table 1 figures, right of the double line.) There are some surprises and HQ
Districts will wish to consider the figures carefully so as to gauge how improvements could be

encouraged, without invoking the law of diminishing retums - maybe with a vengeance.

ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY SANDHURST.
REGULAR COURSES

REGULAR INTAKES

The figures show numbers joining intakes on Regular courses, the Standard Graduate Course (SGC),
'Women's Standard Course (WSC) and the Standard Military Course (SMC, for those who come down
from university without a degree). Some officer cadets join SGC and SMC via Rowallan Company,

but those this year have all joined SGC or SMC within the statistical year.

TABLE 5 - OTC CANDIDATES JOINING RMAS REGULAR COURSE INTAKES JAN-SEP 91
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Officer
Cadets

Passing

DAB

Officer
Cadets

Passing

RCB

Officer
Cadets

Gaining
Bursaries

Officer
Cadets

Gaining
Cadetship

Bursars
Passing

DAB

Bursars
Gaining

Cadetships

M 209 100 57 25 5 10

F 118 40 T6 4 J

Totals 327 t40 t5 29 8 10

Course Type
Officer
Cadets

Bursars Cadetship
Officer Totals

M F M F M F

Standard Graduate Course
(scG)

Women's Standard Course
(wsc)

Standard Military Course
(sMc)

Rowallan Company

98

t2

18

93

5

45

6

236

29

L2

Totals 110 1 8 93 5 45 6 277



The above figures can be shown as percentages of total intakes, thus:

TABLE 5A - OTC PERCENTAGE OF TO'IAL RMAS INTAKES JAN-SEP 91

Course Tlpe Total
Intake

Ex UOTC
Intake

UOTCTo 1987

UOTCTo

Standard Graduate Course

Women's Standard Course

Standard Military Course

Total for Intakes

328

81

406

815

236

29

t2

277

71,.6

35.8

5

34

673Q)

Note:
(1) The 1987 figure is placed here for comparison purposes. It was quoted in the Review

Report, but was estimated from a sample, so is not necessarily wholly accurate.

COMMENTS ON RMAS INTAKE

OTC/RMAS Reconciliation of Figures. Strangely the figures in Tables 5 and 5A were extremely

difficult to reconcile between the figures UOTCs declare and the RMAS computer printed nominal

rolls. Individuals often disappear after leaving the OTC and before their arrival at RMAS. Others

mysteriously appear on the intake roll, without a UOTC knowing they have indeed passed RCB, or,

having passed RCB, withdraw and then reapply. Some RMAS entrants even forget to declare OTC

service. These figures therefore are as accurate as they can be, given the time for their gathering and

corroboration.

Individual UOTC Scores. The pattem obviously follow the previous figures for PO board passes, and

the distribution of Bursars and cadetship officers in Table 1. It does not necessarily reflect the holdings

of TA General List subalterns in the UOTCs, although in some contingents there is a strong

correlation.

High Intake Figures for SGC 91. The Sep 91 intake from the OTC shows a marked increase over

that of Sep 90, the latter feeding the 1991 commissioning figures. (It is suspected that 1990 was a

lean year rather than 1991 being an 'annus mirabilis'.) These figures will be avidly watched year by

year.

REGULAR COMMISSIONING

Completion of Tbaining. Successful completion of training at Sandhurst leads to commissioning. The

numbers commissioned naturally in any year, reflect the intakes (less backsquadding for various

reasons) 8 months earlier for the SGC and WSC and 11 months earlier for the SMC. Thus the intake

may not be commissioned in the same OTC statistical year. The commissioning figures are:
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TABLE 6 - OTC PERCENTAGE OF COMMISSIONING DEC gO-AUG 91

Again, some sampling was necessary to account for the ex-UOTC intake of Sep 90.
Note:
1.

COMMENT ON UOTCS' CONTRIBUTION TO RMAS

The RMAS commissioning figures indicate a notable fact. The UOTCs are very heavily involved in
encouraging and training men and women who go on to the RMAS. To belittle the OTC contribution
by asserting that a proportion were not necessarily recruited for Sandhurst by the UOTCs, can be

countered by stating that it is equally important to keep well-disposed students' interest in the Army
on the boil while they are at university. There are plenty of distractions there, as well as pressures to
seek employment in occupations other than the Services. Without the OTC contribution, the intake
for the Standard Graduate and Women's Standard Courses could become very thin indeed. Although
all those entering Sandhurst will go on the Common Career Course in future (11 months), the Army
needs graduates and a decline in the proportion of graduate entrants would be exceedingly damaging
to the Army's future.

Another way of judging the OTC's utility is to look at all commissioning statistics together. Firstly the
RMAS Regular commissioning figures represent lÙVo of those in their first year in the OTC. This
latter figure is of course boosted by those who gain TA commissions each year, which is a further
L07o. Alæmativel¡ if we counted those who joined TA Group A units (103 in 1991, see Table 7) we

could add only 5.57o. Thus at best some 207o of the UOTC gain Regular or TA commissions, and even

at the lesser rate of I5.57o, every seventh UOTC member will command troops. In the event of
mobilization this could be one in every two or three we originally enlisted into the OTC.
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Course Tlpe
Total

Commissioned
Ex-UOTC

Commissioned UOTC Vo

Standard Graduate Course

'Women's Standard Course

Standard Military Course

Total Commissioned

248

62

352

662

156(1)

32

11(1)

r99

62.9

51.6

3.1

30Vo
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ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY SANDHURST .

TERRITORIAL ARMY COURSES

TA COMMISSIONING

PO Tlaining. It is only from the late 1970s that those seeking commissions in the TA began to

attend a new TA Course at the RMAS. With the Akehurst system, a complete TA Potential Officer
programme was instituted in four phases, with selection for the RMAS course being confirmed by

candidates passing the District Assessment Board. The UOTCs provide all four phases. The four week

FAST TRACK programme is a scheme introduced in 1989 to enable candidates to do all four phases

consecutively and go straight on to Sandhurst for the final two weeks. Although it is chiefly for
mainstream TA officers, UOTCs can send candidates. The subsequent RMAS Commissioning Course

is both a teaching and an assessing course.

OTC TA CommissÍoning. The figures for TA commissions are as under. OTC officers are

commissioned into the TA Group B; Group A is mainstream TA. If vacancies allow, those members

destined for commissioning into the Regular Army may bid for them, but at a low priority. A trial run,

after all, may convince a candidate either way. There may indeed be a cost saving.

TABLE 7 -TA COMMISSIONSTTRANSFERS

COMMENT

2.39. Percentages. T\e lOVo of OTC members gaining TA commissions (total 177 above against the

number of officer cadets in year 1, table lA), has already been the subject of comment. What is

encouraging is the transfer of Group B to Group A TA, which is 58.2Vo of those who gain TA
commissions from the OTC. Both these percentages are success stories, and if they can be sustained,

prove the usefulness of the OTC to the TA. (Before this statistical exercise was carried out, it was

guessed that the transfer rate was much less than 50Vo.) This also proves to the sceptics that OTC
candidates for TA commissions are more committed to the TA, and less to the cachet of a commission
for their CY than was suspected.

Improvement. It is in all the UOTCs' interests to see improvements in the transfer rate to Group A.
Although overall the figure is good, in some UOTCs the figure could be improved. It is well
recognised, however, that individuals, let alone UOTC COs, have little control on the place of work
and pressures of civilian jobs that the individual faces on coming down from university.

{

r

COMMISSIONS IN OTHER SERVICES

TRAINING FOR OTHER SERVICES

A number of students join the OTC, some of whom are committed or partly committed to other
Services. This is encouraged in the Charter. During their OTC service, others directly benefit by the ^
training they receive but decide to join other armed services or similar occupations. The UOTCs thus

contribute to the training of young people as part of the total training effort that the Army provides for
the nation, itself a vast enterprise.

It could be possible in future years to find out to which professions and occupations our ex-officer
cadets and subalterns go. To start off with we have counted those going to the other Armed Services

and the Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR), together with those gaining Short Service Limited
Çommissions (SSLC) and Short Service Voluntary Commissions (SSVC) with the Regular Army.

TABLE 7A. OTHER COMMISSIONS

TA Commissions Transfer Gp B
toGpA

Course Total

M

t28

F

49

M F

73 30

Totals r71 103

Service M Total F

RN/WRNS

RM

RAFAA/RAF

SSLC

SSVC

UDR

Rejoined Regular Army

11

2

J

1

1

1

6

2

1

J

Total 26 5

28 29



CHAPTER 3 ANNUAL CAMP/ATTACHMENT ATTENDANCE

The numbers in each category are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8 - ANNUAL CAMP/ATTACHMENT ATTENDANCE

COMMENTS

'With only one year's figures, there is little upon which to comment overall. From Table 8 in Part 2 it
can be seen which UOTCs took to Annual Camp more than the average of the total of officer cadets,

Bursars, Cadetship Officers and subaltems. It is necessary, however, to view these figures against the

attachments organised for individuals in each UOTC, although the figures cannot be aggregated since

many individuals attend both. These figures will be watched in future.

It is appropriate to provide a description and comment on a recent attachment of two subalterns.

'For 2 weeks during Sep 91 OCdt Arnold and myself,2Lt Chris Daniels, both of
Oxford UOTC, were on attachment [to an RA regiment in BAOR]'

The first couple of days were spent shadowing Lt Richard Carter our host in his

normal daily routine, and briefly visiting some of the other artillery regiments in the

area. It was very interesting to see what a regular officer actually does, without the

frills ordinarily thrown in for OTC benefit. At this time the battery was checking ALL
the tyres of ALL the vehicles for defects following the Gulf - and with only one

working jack this was no mean task.

Vogelsang is a NATO adventure training and range firing base situated in the Eifel, a

wooded, hilly beauty area. After the past few heady days [of Regimental At Home

festivitiesl this was a chance to calm down, get down to military things and earn back

some respect from the men - which at this stage I was clinging on to with my

fingemails.

I

Bxeter UOTC takes futt value from the loan of a Fox Armoured Recce vehicle,

the propefi of lst Bn Devon ønd Dorset Regiment - W O Cdt Kate Aldwinkle drives.

UOTCS' ACHIEYEMEI\TS AIì{D
MANAGEMEI\T STATISTICS

MILITARY TRAII\ING

CAMPS AND ATTACHMENTS

Obligation. UOTC members are naturally strongly encouraged to attend Annual Camp. Altematively

or in addition, members may be attached to the Regular Army or TA, or attend courses (see Table 9).

The value members can gain from attendance varies with the quality of training and activities.

Quality of Training. Like weekend exercises, Annual Camp presents opportunities for collective

training, which is necessary to practise those who need to be given command opportunities. There is

the dilemma in the OTC, which is by its nature an individual training organisation, in finding a

balance between individual training and collective training. Some activities are better than others for
developing officer qualities, although those activities which develop wholly practical skills, are of
value as far as they broaden individuals' military experience. Much the same can be said for the

quality of opportunities given on attachments to the Regular Army, the purpose of which is
unashamedly overt recruiting.

Annual Camp Attachments to Regular ArmY

Officer
Cadets

Bursars Cadetship
Officers

GpB
Subaltems

Officer
Cadets

Bursars Cadetship
Officers

cpÞ
Subaltems

1,844 174 66 174 202 t04 73 22

Total 2,258 Total 401

Vo OTC
Strength

58.27o
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Rudely starting with a CFT at 6 am (which badly blistered almost half the battery) we

proceeded to some basic weapon handling.

Firing on one of the best ranges used as a live firing section attack lange, took up an

entire day. The junior NCOs were the section commanders, leaving the sergeants and

officers to DS. Having just finished TA Sandhurst, I naturally fell into the role of
debriefing the sections after the full attack. Their standards ranged from fairly
incompetent to really excellent, so it was a varied day of constructive criticism. The

one gem I remember is "But Sir, it wasn't fair because the enemy didn't stay up long

enough for us to have a really good go at them!"

This was the first time I had ever worked with real soldiers, as opposed to TA or other

OIC cadets. I obviously made many mistakes dealing with them, but leamt incredible

amounts about this and about how a regular battery works. Hopefully this experience

will stand me in good stead when I join the regular Army and also will make me a

better officer in the OTC.'

Another satisfied officer cadet felt that:

'Attachments formed a vital part of training and should be encouraged. I learnt a great deal

about myself as well as the Army. I was well looked after, given responsibilities, but at the same

time made to feel part of a team.'

BATTLE FITNESS TEST AND ANNUAL PERSONAL \ryEAPONS
TESTS

Fitness and Personal Weapons Tests. All members of the OTC are encouraged to take the annual

BFT and APWT, and in most UOTCs it is regarded as a point of honour to do so and pass. The

obligation for the TA is to take the APWT, but not all pass it. The Table below is for officer cadets,

Bursars, and General List Subaltems. (Cadetship offîcers, as Regulars, have to pass both; so they are

not included in the Table.)

TABLE 8A - BF'T/APWT

Test Total Percentage

Passed BFT 2,504 53.2Vo

Taken APWT 2,365 50.3Vo
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WEEKEND TRAII\ING AND COURSES AT REGULAR
ARMY CENTRES

WEEKEND TRAINING

Tbaining/Familiarisation. There are a number of opportunities offered by the Regular Army Training

Centres and Schools for weekend training and familiarisation visits. Their pulpose is overt recruiting,

but their indirect benefit is substantial in promoting knowledge and interest about the work of the

Regiments and Corps. The events are sponsored by the RA at Larkhill, the RE at Minley, the R

SIGNALS at Blandford, the Infantry at Warminster, RCT at Buller Banacks and REME at Bordon.

Additionally there are short courses and exercises run regionally, either for specialist troops in

individual UOTCs, or for all-comers. Some are orientated towards practical skills, while the content of
others includes potential officer training. The latter is to be encouraged. Further details are given

below.

ONE/TWO/WEEK COURSES

There are a number of opportunities for one or two week courses, which have a high officer training

content, if they are not actually qualifications in their own right. There is a RAC Troop Leaders'

course, four different RA courses, RE Troop Commanders' course and an Infantry Platoon

Commanders' Course.

Weekend and One/Tlvo Week Courses. Course attendance is shown at Table 9.

TABLE 9 - WEEKEND TRAINING/COIJRSES WITH REGULAR ARMY

Number attended full weekend training
at Regular Army Centres/Schools

Number attended one or two weeks (or

longer) coußes at Regular ArmY
Training Schools (incl RMAS TA

Courses)

Officer
Cadets

Bursars Cadetship
Officers

GpB
Subalterns

Officer
Cadets

Bursars
Cadetship
Officers

GpB
Subalterns

746 54 18 49 301 18 7 35

Total 867 Total 361

COMMENT

The figures of opportunities taken up vary between UOTCs, more so for the one and two week

courses. To some extent Man Training Daysþay and travel budget allocations can limit the numbers

attending. The figures for the two week courses also include those who attend the TA Commissioning

Course, the pass rate of which is shown above in Table 7. The provision of course vacancies is

dependent upon the Individual Training Organisation fully resourcing these courses and the OI-C is in

competition with other parts of the Army. The overall provision of opportunities for OTC members is

a matter for the Chain of Command.
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London UOTC build a bridge at Minley during the Royal Engineers Weekend,

February 1991.

2Lt Phil Arnold briefs members of the RE troop of Wales UOTC on demolitions øt
Annual Camp, Strensall 1991.

Exeter U OTC S urvivøl Weekend at Woodbury C ommon
W O Cdt Sasha Hopper ís 'cammed up',

O Cdtfrom London UOTC stalks a pøra during Exercíse ARBAN WARRIOR.
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SPECIAL TO ARMS TRAINING

GENERAL

Special Sub-Units. Six UOTCs do not have specialist sub-units, but that is not to say that in addition

to their infanny training, they do not take part in specialist training. kr the UOTCs with specialist sub-

units, an officer cadet may begin some training with the sub-unit once he or she has gained MTQ 1.

The full specialist syllabus can be followed after individuals have passed MTQ 2. Syllabuses are

provided and the resourced sub-units are:

a. RAC Recce/Armoured Syllabus- Bristol, Cambridge, Northumbrian, Oxford and Tayforth

b. RA Field Gunnery Syllabus - Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, London, Northumbrian and

Oxford

c. RE Syllabus - Aberdeen, cambridge, wales, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Leeds, London, Queen's and Southampton

d. R SIGNALS Syllabus - Aberdeen, Wales, London, Queen's, Southampton and

Tayforth

e. Advanced Infantry Syllabus - All UOTCs

f. RCT Syllabus - London

g. RAOC Syllabus

h. REME Syllabus - Cambridge, Edinburgh and Oxford

Equipment and Programmes. The sub-units are provided with some equipment for specialist

training, whilst other equipment can be borrowed. During the Training Year, the Ferret Scout Cars

(FSCs) and 105 mm Pack Howitzers rtrere removed, together with the allocation of ammunition. This

was to meet the f1.5M LTC saving. RAC recce continues with short-term loaned FSCs - they are now

obsolescent - or with Land Rovers. The RA has worked out a central plot for loans of the Light Gun

from other TA units, and artillery training continues.

Competitions. A prestigious inter-UOTC competition is held annually by the RAC, Exercise

UTOPIAN VAGABOND, and the RA sponsor a firing competition for the King George VI Cup.

Other Corps hold competitions between specialist sub-units at weekend centralised training, described

above.

Syllabuses. The syllabuses are set out in the OTC Directive in modular format. An officer cadet must

pass a certain number of modules in order to be awarded a Specialist Training Certificate which can

ónly be achieved after he or she holds the MTQ 2 certificate. This system has been introduced within

the Training year and the overall results are shown below. It is not proposed to comment on this first

year's totals.
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TABLE 10 . SPECIAL TO ARM/ADVANCED TRAINING CERTIFICATES GAINED

RAC RA RE R SIGNALS Advanced
Infantry

RCT REME

44 r39 138 73 245 10 39

CAP BADGE RECRUITING

General. Arguably the existence of a sub-unit should be reflected strongly in individual arm or corps

recruiting output. Certainly the Arms and Services view their sub-units in this light and are prepared

to invest heavily with resources and effort. All recognise that the quality of PSI they appoint to sub-

units is very important, and there is good-natured competition between UOTCs, fuelled by the PSIs'

enthusiasm. PSIs without a specialist sub-unit in their UOTC can provide specialist training as far as

time allows, and UOTCs can work the specialist syllabus and gain certificates even if not officially
resourced.

Survey. Figures were gathered by some Arms and Services with the aim of establishing a link
between UOTCs with specialist sub-units and cap badge recruiting. The detailed figures are shown in
Pat 2. They are not, however, complete, are difficult to corroborate with other statistics for
commissioning and do not prove a direct correlation. Suffice it to say that the specialist sub-units

provide an all-Arms flavour to the UOTCs, which is an explicit part of the Charter, and indirectly

contribute all-Arms recruiting for commissioned service. Furthermore they extend greatly the range of
activities that the OTC provides and ensure that the Regular Army takes a direct interest in the OTC.
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Løst line up of the Tayforth (IOTC ferrets in the Salisbury Plaín FIBUA village.

'",. t : -i

A London UOTC gun goes into
øction.

London UOTC ganners setfuses
during annualfiring at Stønford

IulY 1991.

Oxþrd REME troop members inspect a løndrover engíne

W O Cdt Rachel Meakin,2Lt Duncan Mcsporran
O CdtChris Nickless andWOn ØQMS) Griffiths.
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OTHER CENTRALISED MILITARY TRAINING

Collaborative and Collective Tiaining. A wide range of activities comprising dozens of military
events, has already been shown statistically. There are many more that can be listed against each

UOTC and they are shown in the Table 11 Series in Part 2; tbere is a table for each UOTC. (It is
probable that as this is the flrst time the UOTCs have been asked for such information, some details

may have been unwittingly omitted.) In this Part 1 of the Report it is proposed to highlight some of
these activities. The first two are to be commended because they indicate collaborative training for the

good of the whole Corps organised by a UOTC. All UOTCs have been instructed to promote every

opportunity for collaborative training, and their efforts will be judged accordingly.

Ex GREEN STUDENT. Ex GREEN STUDENT is an annual exercise sponsored and coordinated by

Leeds UOTC and run by 29 Commando Regiment Royal Artillery, based in Plymouth. It is an

introduction to Royal Artillery and Commando training, including exercises on Dartmoor. Seventy

members from 12 UOTCs took part in Apr 91.

Ex URBAN WARRIOR. Ex URBAN WARRIOR was a Parachute Regiment Group TA exercise,

involving all three battalions on Salisbury Plain in Sep 91. The OTC was invited by the Regiment to

provide an enemy, who were taught additional skills in order to perform this task. They were kept

extremely busy. Leeds UOTC sponsored and coordinated the OTC contribution of 91 Officer Cadets

from 8 UOTCs.

King George VI Cup. The King George VI Cup is an annual Royal Artillery Competition between

the eight RA troops. A number of courses are conducted beforehand by the two Gunnery Training

Teams and the competition is fired at Larkhill, Warcop and other artillery ranges during the Summer

Carnp period. The winners in 1991 were Leeds UOTC.

Arm/District Competitions. There are a number of competitions held each year, nationally or by region,

either for UOTCs or open to the TA in general. Examples are Ex UTOPIAN VAGABOND (RAC inter-

troop competition, cancelled for 1991 for lack of money), Ex DALES CHALLENGE (R SIGNALS), Ex

MI6HTY MICHAELMAS (RE), Ex SOUTHERN CRAFISMEN, Ex SCOTTISH BLUEBELL and Ex

WESTERN APPROACH (REME competitions for TA). Then there is the CAMBRIAN MARCH
competition, District patrol and infantry skills competitions, together with the Courage trophy (London

District) and Bisley shooting competitions, in which the UOTCs have taken part in 1991.

District Training. Finally it must be mentioned that nine UOTCs have Home Defence Tactical Area

of Responsibility (TAOR) HQ roles. Although this task is chiefly for the Regular and TA staff on

mobilization, OTC subalterns and officer cadets frequently join in the Military Home Defence

exercises, and derive training benefit from them. Similarly in some Districts UOTCs are involved in

organizing District Assessment Boards and Territorial Army Potential Officer training for some or all

four phases. These are valuable contributions made by the OTC for the benefit of the Regular Army

and TA.

MILITARY TRAINING COURSES

Individual Tlaining. Together with already mentioned specialist courses, numerous individuals from

the UOTCs attend Individual Training Organisation Courses, and those sponsored by other agencies.

The range includes Pre-RMAS Ex FAST TRACK Course, Range Safety, Range Management, NBC

Courses, Methods of Instruction, Basic Instruction, Physical Training and First Aid instructors, Heavy

Goods Vehicle driving, SAS TA and Piping. These are detailed in Part 2. Additionally a number of
subalterns and Officer Cadets act as instructors during Army Cadet Force and Combined Cadet Force

Camps. Many individuals are also attached to TA units for their Annual Camp'
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W O Cdt Mel Røyner, Birmingham UOTC,
deep in the jungle not ø million miles from Newcøstle.

Shffield UOTC detail being debrieþd after a live-firíng exercise at
Annual C ømp, G are lo chhe ad,
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ADVENTUROUS TRAINING

OTC Adventurous Training. The UOTCs have been taking part in adventurous training for many

yeats, and because it is such a good vehicle for leadership development, it has become an integral part

of the training programme of all contingents.

OTC Overseas Tþaining. A number of overseas expeditions were mounted during the year. Amongst

them were Ex CHIMANIMANI BLUE (Cambridge UOTC in Zimbabwe), Ex EMU YANKEE (East

Midlands UOTC in the Rockies), Ex BOULDER BRAVO (Manchester UOTC in Colorado), Ex

HARD ROCK (London UOTC Rockies), Ex COCKNEY CRAMPON I and II (London UOTC,

Andorra), Ex INNERCITY LEADER (London UOTC, Bavaria), Ex LOST WORLD (Oxford UOTC

in Venezuela), Ex CEREBRAL DREAM (Oxford UOTC in Nepal) and Ex CALEDONIAN
BONELLI (Edinburgh UOTC in the Pyrenees). The activities included survival and trekking in all

varieties of terrain, civil-aid tasks, rock-climbing, watermanship, Nordic skiing, ski-mountaineering

and a variety of other activities. An extract from Ex CHIMANIMANI BLUE which took place in the

mountains of the same name in Zimbabwe gives some indication of the challenge and spirit of the

participants.

'The rapids hits us in short bursts and we had long enough in between them to dry off
completely (it was scorchingly hot), recuperate and psych ourselves for the next one.

The experience was one of nervous excitement tinged with anticipation. By lunch Bill
Busby's and Alex Crutwell's teams were well in the swing of things having 'flipped'
at least twice. Matthew Bristow's team, however, were a little over confident and were

not quite sure what the big deal was. Little did they know what was to confront them'

At rapid fourteen, which had been described by Rob Cutler (their rafter) as 'tame',

they had rather a shock. The raft slipped and the majority of the team found
themselves hanging onto the safety rope with white knuckles undemeath the boat in

an air pocket. Nick Richards stretched out his arm to catch Sara Bourchier, who was a

few feet away and not holding onto the rope, but she was sucked back into the rapid.

After much pointless swimming she finally shot out and was caught by a kayak two

hundred metres down river.'

and

'Today was the only time that the whole group tackled the same beacon. It was Binga
(or Kweza) the highest point of the Chimanimani range and the second highest point

in Zimbabwe. The groups set off at half hour intervals and chose their own routes to

get to the top. Teams 2 and 3 went the same route which provided a few with
suspected coronaries. Usually expected if you try and run up a cliff! Team 1 for once

took a more scenic route and in hindsight the most appreciated, and climbed up an

contoured around Turret Towers to the ridge. It may not have been the fastest route but

they were still standing when they got to the top. Jo complained of a lack of alcohol as

his reason for suffering, "How many a day was it Jo?" A major photo session

followed the last beacon being painted.'

In addition, some 25 members from UOTCs took part in Op RALEIGH in the following countries:

Alaska, Australia, Botswana, Chile, Guyana, Malaysia, Pakistan andZimbabwe. A few officer cadets

joined other military and university expeditions to Kenya (Ex KENYA MANYATTA), Italy (Ex

MONTE BIANCO), Greenland and Bolivia.

Collaborative Expeditions. For the second year Tayforth UOTC sponsored a winter adventure

training in Norway, Ex SNOW PLOUGH, in which 71 members of Tayforth were joined by 87 from
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Glasgow and Strøthclyde UOTC practise casualty
evacuøtion at Annual Camp.

Møjor Mullen and.RQMS Morrison guide Southampton UOTC members through

'blindfold v'eapon drills' during Annual Cømp.
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l1 other UOTCs. Southampton UOTC's winter training took place in France, Ex SNOW GOOSE, for
24 of thetr own memberso and for members of 5 other UOTCs, bringing the total to 47. Collaboration

in adventurous training expeditions should be increased and districts will be encouraging UOTCs to

seek such opportunities, whilst making savings on the administrative and training overheads.

Furthermore such collaboration increases the spirit of the OTC being 'one Corps' and not a loose

collection of isolated units.

UK Based Expeditions and Camps. All UOTCs have conducted adventurous training in the UK,

providing opportunities for large numbers at camps in Scotland, Wales or England. Activities include

mountain walking,mountaineering, rock-climbing, abseiling, mountain biking, riding, sailing, sea and

river canoeing, rafting, parachuting, gliding, paragliding, downhill and Nordic skiing. A number of
UOTCs devoted a phase at annual camp for adventurous training. Additionally groups have loaned

service yachts and individuals have joined the Tall Ships Race and Ex MEDITERRANEAN CHASE

for various 'legs'.

Adventurous Thaining Qualifications. As well as individuals qualifying during some of the above

events (eg Nordic skiing bronze award), OTC members have attended a number of qualifying courses.

Dozens of qualifications have been gained in Joint Services Mountain Expedition Leaders' Winter and

Summer, Unit Expedition Leaders, Joint Service Rock Leaders, Top-rope and Abseil Instructors

Courses, Joint Services Downhill Skiing Instructors Courses, Competent Crew (Sailing), Coastal

Skipper and Day Skipper Courses, as well as diving, windsurfing, hang gliding and parachute courses.

2Lt Bruce Macinnes,2Lt Lucy Burrows, OCdt Jonathan Høll
Nepal1990.

Confidence trøining for Basic Canoeists
SheÍfr.eld UOTC on Loch Lomond, June 1991
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Dodo Canyon visited
by Oxford UOTC, Exercíse Blue lVolf.

Wøles UOTC off-shore.

Exercíse SNOWGOOSE 10

km røce størt poínt.

S outh ampto n, S hefft.eld,
Birmínghøm, Oxford and

Leeds UOTCs

Exercíse Blue Wolf Northwest Terrítoríes Canødø

W OCdts Io Bowlt andAnne Bootherstone of OxþrdAOTC
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O Cdt Fallørd of Mønchester
UOTC

skimming over the rocks

W OCdt IuIiø Prentice of
Southampton UOTC loint

Services Women's
wíndsurfing champion

1990/91.

Bunjee jumping.2Lt Stewart Cook of
Southømpton UOTC on

Ex DALES CHALLENGE

Wøles UOTC pøuse during rope walk, Cøpel Curíg I99I

W OCdt Saily fenkins, O Cdt Short ønd 2Lt Palmer.
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CNIL-MILITARY RELATIONS

MACC Tasks. Five contingents have carried out Military Aid to the Civilian Community tasks,

building bridges and adventure playgrounds. They are popular amongst OTC members, particularly

the Royal Engineer Sections, and greatly appreciated by the civilian communities. Aberdeen,

Glasgow, London, Queen's and Sheffield UOTCs were the contingents. An 'environmental protection'

task was also carried out by Tayforth UOTC on Bany Buddon training area. Readers might be aware

that there is a massive environmental protection campaign on Defence Lands, made up of hundreds of
projects such as this.

Leadership Tlaining for Civilians. Two UOTCs mounted full scale EXECUTIVE STRETCH
exercises on behalf of TAVRAs and the National Employers Liaison Committee; they were Oxford

and Southampton UOTCs. These exercises represent a major effort, comprising a mixture of
KRYPTON FACTOR and Regular Commissions Board activities, open to local civilian management

volunteers, as pafi of the Regular[A and civilian occupations' collaboration. Extracts from letters

received by Oxford UOTC read:

'I record my appreciation and thanks for the efforts of Oxford UOTC for putting on a

splendidly challenging weekend at Lulworth. It is almost magical the way the teams

create themselves in situations like this'

and

'The weekend, as an exercise in Team Building is of unequalled value ...

recommendation is that other colleagues be given the opportunity to attend.' ... The

Training officer 'intends that we give a presentation of the weekend to the Corporate

Management Team.'

The value of the exercise was equally felt by the subalterns and officer cadets who assisted and

civilian participants. Tayforth UOTC provided a stand for a Highlands-based EXECUTM
STRETCH and Queen's UOTC assisted in the Northem Ireland exercise. Additionally Aberdeen has

carried out a Leadership Training Module for the Robert Gordon Institute of Technology and a

STUDENT STRETCH exercise was canied out at Bristol university by Bristol UOTC. Mention has

been made earlier about the two way value of these enterprises.

Exercise CHIMANIMANI BLUE,
Cømbrídge UOTC in Zimbabwe.

\':

fUO Ben Lampard ønd fUO Philip Kimber seemed unconcetned about the

4000 ft drop. Adventure Trøining wíth Eøst Midlands UOTC'
Rocky Mountaìns USA.
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Mr J Smíth, an executive stretched,, watched by

W OCdt Jo Bowlt of OxfordUOTC.

Another view of Aberdeen UOTC's bridge, with builders.

Aberdeen UOTC's Bridge.
Queen's UOTC MACC task teøm.
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SPORT

OTC Sport. Most UOTC contingents field teams in one or more spolts - from Football, Rugby full

t"^-r 
^ttd 

sevens, hockey, half marathon, cross country running and Alpine and Nordic skiing - to

dinghy sailing, golf, CIOiì pentathlon, orienteering, Army bobsleigh, Karate, riding, .22 shooting, raft

race and indoor sports. As the Soldier Magazine reported on the CIOR event,

'Against a grand background at the French Armed Forces sports school the Brits took

on teams from ten other NATO countries to win two top prizes. Capt Graham Allan,

Edinburgh and Herriot Watt UOTC, took the best all-rounder prize and OCdt Chris

Daniels, Oxford UOTC, was the best pistol shot of the event.'

2Lt Gerald Strickland and OCdt Hugh Hedley were also team members, from Southampton UOTC.

These events are of course greatly enjoyed and contribute to the whole OTC effort and ésprit.

Competitions. East Midlands UOTC are to be congratulated for winning the Queen's Cup 1991 for a

t*gr of sporting activities open to the whole of the TA. They also sponsored an inter-UOTC sports

competition, to *hi.h a number of UOTCs sent teams. Additionally a number of UOTCs took part in

the Tickle fitness test open to the TA.

DEFENCE STUDIES

Defence Studies Lectures. One area where the UOTCs have responded disappointingly is in the

sponsorship of opportunities to extend the intellectual interest of UOTC and university members in the

wider defence issues. In conjunction with MECs, who have access to university departments in

defence-related disciplines, UOTCs are required by the OTC Directive to expand the number of

appropriate events. CarefuUy arranged in the programme, lectures and presentations of a high quality

can contribute to the attendance rate in the UOTC and be thoroughly stimulating. In this area good

should be done by stealth if necessary to avoid ramming defence issues down the throats of officer

cadets. One UOTC sponsored four lectures - a number which is encouraging. Additionally the Army

Presentation Team frequently visits university and nearby cities and towns, and UOTCs should

provide means for their members to attend.

UOTC Sponsored Lectures. That having been said, it is woth citing some of the lectures that have

been given in 1991.

a. 'search for National Security in the age of Glasnost' delivered by Dr Andrei

Poniatowsky, visiting Russian Fellow of Emmanuel College, organised by Cambridge

UOTC, attended by 100 members.

b. 'The Effects of Climatic Changes on National Defence Policies' - delivered by

Professor Neville Brown, organised by Birmingham UOTC, with 125 members

attending.

c. Defence Studies Lecture - delivered by Lt Gen Sir John Akehurst to an audience of
300 at Queen's University, Belfast, organised by the MEC and attended by members

of Queen's UOTC.

The list of lectures is shown in Part 2 of this Report under each UOTC

COSTS

Costing Exercise. The costs of the OTC are required to be published annually. Costs were published

in the 1988 Review Report, and updated for the 1989 Efficiency Scrutiny. Their origin was a Military

Accounting and Costing Service (Army) exercise conducted on FY 198718 prices and the bill for

UOTCs coilectively was f,14.18M in that year. During 1990191. the chief costs of the OTC passed from

Commander Training's Higher Level Budget to that of the Army Commander's Higher Level Budget.

Formerly Districts acted on an agency basis; now they are responsible for OTC budgetary

¿urangements. Some costs are attributable to other budgets, notably the Quartermaster General's'

Costs FY 1990/91. The costs were supplied by Districts, Worthy Down ADP Scrutiny UAI (for'TA

pay) and QMG TLB items were adjusted for inflation from previous figures. the MTDÆay budget for

the FY was overspent throughout the TA. It should be noted that from 1992 onwards, a saving of

f1.5M pa has been achievedby the removal of Fenet Scout Cars and 105 mm Pack Howitzers, the

ammunition costs of the latter being some f.I.2Mrpa. Individual UOTCs' costs cannot be shown until

NMS costings can be made more precise; in future years, however, this will be possible.

TABLE 11 - OTC COSTS FY T99O/91

STAFF COSTS FD ARMY HLB

Regular
Civilian
Officer Cadets/ )

Subaltems, Gp B )
TA Gp A Staff )

OTHER COSTS FD ARMY HLB

Movement
Domestic Fuels
Accommodation Services
POL
Clothinglfextiles
Misc Running Costs

QMG TLB

Materials, Ammunition
Accommodation
Depreciation

fK

4,267.1
850.7

4,255.4

813.5
49.4
42.3

191.0
22.0
96.s

2,850.2
812.9

2,455.9

Total f.r6,706.9
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O Cdt Hønis and W OCdt Thwøites on the commønd tøsk Liverpool UOTC, Liverpool UOTC casevac Exercise

E x GREEN STA DENT. I nitintíon cereÍnony
ín the Citadel water tunnel.

Selection Week¿nd. Potentiøl members of Liverpool UOTC øt
Hølton Trøining Cømp October 1991
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CHAPTER 4 SHORTFALLS

DAR does not forecast a problem in recruiting sufficient graduates into RMAS for the foreseeable

future. As always, emphasis is being placed on encouraging sufficient engineers to join the Army.

REGULAR OFFICER RE CRUITING
OUTLOOK L992

(This section is provided by the Directorate of army Recruiting (DAR))

With a reduction in the size of the Army age limits are becoming an increasingly important factor in
officer recruiting. Vacancies for those over the age of 24 are now limited to engineering/technical
graduates.

FEMALE APPLICATIONS

RECRUITING TARGETS

Over the financial years 90/91 and9U92 officer recruiting targets have been capped at 800 student

officers into RMAS. The Breakdown is currently 700 male and 100 female.

Although female application rates have not significantly altered, the formation of the AG Corps is

resulting in a surplus of female candidates applying to other Corps. In the past the vast majority of
female candidates were commissioned into the WRAC. The current situation is that the AG Corps

only has a recruiting target of twenty (male and female) for the FY 92193, the Corps is also perceived

as a rather unknown quantity at the present time. The result is that those candidates who would
previously have looked towards the WRAC for sponsorship, are now turning to the technical and

logistic Corps, who in turn aÍe finding it increasingly difficult to provide sufficient female vacancies.

For example the R SIGNALS are receiving up to one in three of all their applications from female

candidates.

APPLTCATTON RATES (AS AT 30 NOV 91)

Although ULOs report a significant rise in the number of undergraduates showing an interest in the

Army, it will be some time before this is reflected in the number of application received by DAR. The

recession has made finding a job very difficult for 1991's graduates, a fair number of whom appear to

be tuming towards the Army as a third or fourth choice of career. As a consequence for this, their

success rate atRCB has not been exceptional. Male applications for the current financial year, as at 30

Nov 91, stand at 1,452 as compared with I44I for the same period in 1990, a rise of 0.767o. Female

applications are up 5.8Vo at27l compared with 256 for the same period last year.

RCB ATTENDANCE/RMAS ENTRY

As can be seen below the male pass rate at RCB has fallen from 56.64Vo to 47.2Vo, the female pass

rate has remained constant at around 53Vo.

.IABLE 
12 RCB ATTENDANCE

Male Female

FY 90/91 pv 91¡920) ' FY 90/91 pv 91¡92Q)

Tested

Passed

Pass Rate To

1361

771,

s6.6

1057

499

47.2

t9l
r02

53.4

158

84

53.1

1

Note:
These figures were as at 30 Nov 91, with four months of year still to go.

The Sandhurst entry for the same years fEditor's Note. Financial Years, not OTC Training Year, as in

Tables 5 and 5Al was 770 (FY 90/91) and 815 (Estimate FY 91,192).
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CHAPTER 5

THE OTC IN THE WIDER COIì{TEXT

GENERAL STUDENT EXPECTATIOI\S

It is of great interest to those who direct the OTC, whether in the Chain of Command or in the UOTCs

themselves, to be aware of the context of the OTC in Higher Education and the life of the nation. This

final part of the OTC Annual Report and Year Book introduces some of the currents, trends and ideas.

Undergraduate Job Research. MORI carried out a suruey in 1990 into 'factors important to final

y.ur ond"tgraduates' quoted in the Times Higher Education Supplement2I Jvn 91. The results

showing priority of importance, are as follows:

a. Intellectual Challenge 537o

b. Opportunities to be creative and original 36Vo

c. Opportunity to work with people 347o

d. Responsibility 327o

e. Opportunity for foreign travel 3l%o

f. High Starting Salary 20Vo

It is interesting to ponder firstly how far the UOTCs provide preparation for factors a to e, and

secondly how those joining the Army from the UOTCs would rate their expected and realized

experience of these factors, as commissioned officers serving short-service and longer-term careers. A
quãstion that is equally significant is how many graduates find real 'intellectual challenge' early in

any job?

OTC STUDENTS' EXPECTATIONS

OTC Attitude Survey L991. HQ UKLF has recently carried out a survey of those who have been

attached to Regular regiments and battalions, and therefore are seriously contemplating a Regular

commission. The results have not yet been analysed closely and published, but some attitudes come

through clearly.

Intellectual Challenge. The question was posed. 'Despite the gaining of useful experience, and

irrespective of salary, if you were informed that there would be plenty of practical but little intellectual

challenge before 3 years, 5 years, T years, 9 years or 11 years, which year would you accept as a

reasonable time-span in which practical work predominates?' A large majority placed their

preferences in the 3 and 5 years' boxes. This prompts the questions for those overseeing the manning

and training of the Army. Are we providing a real intellectual challenge to young officers - a pro-

active rather than a reactive challenge? Furthermore is real intellect a matter which is only achieved at

the Staff College level ie at 11 years? Is this why many graduates do not stay in the Army beyond their

mid twenties? How do we really view graduates in the Officer Corps? (A relatively new term in the

British Army's vocabulary.) Is the Army becoming a learned profession rather than a vocation, using

the old fashioned meanings of these terms?

Motivation for Commissions. A set of criteria was devised for the survey to gauge the motivation of
those possibly seeking a commission in the Regular Army. The highest scoring motive was 'Practical

Challenge, including outdoor life': other popular motives were to 'improve managerial skills',
'romance of service life compared with civilian occupations'. Despite their answers above, compared

with other criteria, 'Intellectual Challenge' did not score highly: 'Patriotism' fluctuated as did
'ambition to reach high rank', and 'contribution to well-being of mankind'. These criteria can be

compared with the factors for job search in the MORI poll, although qualitative correlation is a fairly
subjective matter. One fact is fairly certain, compared with earlier generations, young people today

tend to be more militarily agnostic, to coin a phrase. The survey will be published in due course and

there could be a lively debate to follow, particularly if the results are inconclusive.

UI\IVERSITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT -
THEORY AND PRACTICE

I'

There has been some public debate about
'Leadership' in the Times Higher
Education Supplement newspaper which
make interesting reading to anyone
concerned with the OTC. This
correspondence is about a type of agency
additional to the proliferation of
Business and Management courses now
being offered by institutions of Higher
and Further Education. We have had
permission to reproduce these extracts
by the Editor of The Higher and the
authors.

Students hanker after
courses in confÏdence
Bv To¡qv Tvsorr.r¡ knowledge, but this was

thought by only 24 per cent to
Students hoping to enter higher be the most important outcome
education ráte þersonal skills as of education. Status was listed
the most valuable benefit a asavaluablegainbyl6percent
coursecanoffer,butfewerthan and information technology
half are eaining them. accord- skills bv 1.4 oer cent.
ing to a Õonfed'ertion of British Just úndei half (46 per cent)
Industry survey published this of students thought they should
week. be given more coursework,

The poll of 17 and l8-year- whilã only 10 per cent wanted
old students' attitudes, con- less. Onê in five believed
ducted for the CBI by Gallup, however that their course had
found self-organisation, confi- prepared them very well for
dence and aîaptability were higËer education, 'and two-
listed more frequently by stu- thirds felt fairly well prepared.
dents in further education col- There was less confidence
leges and schools as benefits about how well courses had
they would most like to gain prepared students for a career.
froñ-r education than any otñer. thiiteen per cent felt very well
Personal skills were mentioned prepared and 55 per cent fairly
by 64 per cent, followed by well. Almost one student in
access to higher education or a four (23 per cent) was unsure
career (44 per cent), com- about which career to pursue
munication skills (40 per cent) after leaving higher education,
and teamwork skills (36 per but professions such as accoun-
cent). tancy. law and medicine were

Personal skills also came top perceived as carrying the high-
in students' assessment of be- est status and offering the
nefits most important to em- greatest rewa¡ds. Teaching was
ployers, along with teamwork given the second highest rating
skills (both mentioned by 72 per for interest. but rated bottom of
cent),andcommunicationskills the list for pay.
(66 per cent). More thañ three quarters (78

But only 42 per cent said they per cent) said the careers advice
were gaining personal skills on they had received at school or
their present course of study, college was useful, and 24 per
while .just 30 per cent were cent clescribed it as very useful.
acquiring communication skills ,While 81 per cent had had
and2Spercentteamwork.Sixty access to careers information
two per cent said they were fewer (65 per cent) had been
primarily gathering factual givenindividualcounselling.
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An article followed, written by professor John Adair, the brains behind the Sandhurst Action Centred
Leadership Course introduced in the 1960s. Higher 26luly 1991.

John Adair on the need for an Institute of
Leadership Studies

OuEsr FoR Losr LpeDERs

success

\VnpJlïqdr"''
become leaders of the rest, are com-
mitted to our charge." So wrote John
Brinsley to his fellow schoolmasters in
A Consolation For Our Grammar
Schools in the reign of King James L
Although Gary McCulloch. in an im-
portant new book, does not cite Brins-
ley he does give us a history of the
English idea that education should
encompass education for leadership,
the "English tradition" as it became
known.

McCulloch offers no definition of
leadership, nor does he suggest any
lessons from history on how one
should educate for leadership today.
He has nothing to say about some
recent interesting experiments in lead-
ership training in secondary schools.
His book centres upon one theme: the
intellectual fortunes of Plato's particu-
lar concept in The Republic of edu-
cation for an élite class of "guardians",
¿/¡'¿s rulers or governors.

That concept has obviously fallen in
popularity as egalitarian ideas - fol-
lowed or accompanied by competitive
individualism - influenced education,
as McCulloch narrates. It is true he
does point to the concept of "servant-
leadership" which could be relevant
today, quoting as his authority the
arch-socialist R. H. Tawney. But he
sees the secondary school system taken
up with competitive individualism and
narro\ry academicism. In his last sen-
tence, however, he prophesies a re-
birth of interest and debate upon
education for leadership in secondary
schools.

McCulloch says that similar histor-
ical study could be carried out on
higher education in England. He
hypothesises a similar story, and even
gives an outline of it. He mentions, for
ãxample, Benjamin Jowett, with his
vision of a "seminary for statesmen",
as well as some attempts at Oxford in
the 19th and 20th centuries to reform
the curriculum with education for
leadership in mind. But the general
tenor wad away from the concept. The
institutions of higher education, he
concludes, seemed overall to shrink
from the implications of social and
political leadership during the 20th-
century.

Again this is curiously out of date.
The retreat he indicates into "narrow
academicism" and the dominance of
the "ivory towers" mentality was in
fact reversed in the 1970s and 1980s. It
is also true that industry and com-
merce, as well as professions such as

the church, the armed forces and the
law, now look to the universities as
never before as the recruiting ground
for their leaders. Therefore a debate
about education for leadership is much
more urgently needed in the univer-
sities and polytechnics than in the
schools.

The general contribution of univer-
sities to the formation of leaders, then,
is hardly in question. That leaders in all
enterprises today need developed in-
telligence, inquiring minds and broad
interests is becoming daily more evi-
dent. Most employers are content to
take a good university degree as signi-
ficant evidence of these attributes.
What is more questionable is whether
or not universities should be making a
more specific or direct contribution to
the process of learning about lead-
ership.

Although McCulloch does not cover
this ground, "the English tradition"
argued that education should do so, at
least for some. In particular, it was a
central tenet of the English tradition
that the classics contained the intellec-
tual nutrients for aspiring leaders.
Now it is true that we do owe to the
Greeks both the first intellectual ex-
ploration of leadership and the first
attempts to teach the subject directly
bv seminars and bv textbooks. It is
tíue, too, that the works of the Greek
and Roman classical authors did nour-
ish great English leaders.

In 1940 Winston Churchill, argued
with some senior British generals -
complaining about the poor quality of
officers in the citizen army in 1941 -
that the remedy lay in the study of
Plutarch's Lives. But all that belongs
to a different age. The classics are
today outside the studies of the vast
majority of our students. What indus-
try (and society at large) now seeks
from universities is some form of
modern equivalent to those ancient
classical studies, or at least those parts
that dealt directly with leaders and
leadership: an introduction to the
"personal transferable skills" which
aie increasingly held to be essential for
leaders and team colleagues alike, and
which are not developed naturally by
advanced academic work.

Some universities have been
pioneers in this respect. The establish-
ment of a professorial fellowship in
leadership studies at the University of
Surrey (1979/1983) provided an oppor-
tunity to test the benefits of providing
leadership programmes for students in
such subjects as engineering, physics,
chemistry and nursing as well as senior
university staff, during an ex-
perimental series of some 15 seminars
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at Farnham Castle (the latter the
subject of some DES-sponsored eva-
luative research). The evidence on the
student programmes suggests that the
experience is useful, as well as being
welcomed by prospective employers.

In America, leadership studies is
now flourishing. There are more than
200 centres, institutes and university-
based courses in the subject, together
with an array of academic appoint-
ments - including the Sonosuke Mat-
sushita professor in leadership at the
Harvard Business School. The Amer-
ican scene demonstrates considerable
intellectual liveliness with some clear
centres of excellence.

The time is now ripe for a new
initiative in the field of leadership
studies in Britain. We need an Institute
of Leadership. It would provide a
focus for the research already being
conducted at such universities as Sus-
sex, Aston, Surrey and Cranfield, as
well as at some of the more forward-
looking management centres, notably
Ashridge College. At present, in disci-
plinary fields and in different sectors of
higher education, this research seems
to be unco-ordinated; it does not as yet
represent a major thrust in the area of
leadership. Industry and other major
fields of human enterprise also need a
"centre of excellence" in the lead-
ership development field: a place to
find resources of knowledge, advanced
programmes for specialists and help
from independent consultants.

Perhaps above all such an institute
would both stimulate and contribute to
the mounting debates in industry, the
public services, the National Health
Service, secondary school education
and higher education itself, debates
concerning the nature of leadership
appropriate in such environments and
hôw such effective and appropriate
leadership can be best developed.

As a nation we do need to think
deenlv and clearlv about the nature of
learieiship at its'different levels and
"education for leadership" - its con-
tent and its methods, the relation of
principles or ideas to practical experi-
ence, and the interwoven parts to be
played by school, further and higher
education. In wise societies this is a
matter not left to chance. We must give
more attention to how to develop good
leaders - and leaders for good.

John Adair's latest book Great Leaders
is published by the Talbot Adair Press.

No longer ju$ a m¡n's life: fford biologr graduaæ Bridget

Forster-bas become the first womân to serve with the Welsh

Guards. S€cond Lt Forst€r gained her commission with the

Officer Training Corps after two years at St Anne's and is now on

a onc year sbort scrvice votuntary commis$oû with the Fírst

Battalion tüe Welsh Guards' After a spell as assistant adjutant
conerned wiú "drninistration, officers' discipline, and pro-

scorting d defcodiûg at courts martia¡, sbc is now conrman'ling

a platoon d 3{t m oo prblic rdati{ns crcrcis-

Then the above photograph and caption appeared in the same Paper. Higher 19 July 1991
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This was all too much to resist the temptation for well-earned publicity, expanding on the role of the

UOTCs at the heart of Higher Education institutions. Higher 9 August 1991.

An officer and a gentlewoman
identified those benefits students
would most like to gain from
education. Personal, teamwork
and communications skills rated
very highly as those benefits of
most importance to future em-
ployers, however the proportion
ofstudents who felt that they were
gaining these skills was alarmingly
low. Acquiring these skills is,
however, an integral part of an
officer cadet's leadership training.

If industry, commerce and other
professions look increasingly to
the universities as the recruiting
ground for their future leaders,
and if we accept that university
and polytechnic education does
not yet offer training in those skills
identified as important in lead-
ership, then the individual student
may be well served to consider the
OTC as an excellent opportunity
to supplement higher education in
the quest for success beyond
academia.
Yours faithfully

CATHARINE SPONG

University of St Andrews

srR, - RECENT articles by Tony
Tysome (THESJune 21) and John
Adair (July 26) have identified a
need for training in personal skills
within British 

- unñersities and
polyteihnics, in response to de-
mands made not only by em-
ployers but by students them-
selves. .May I point out a link
between these two articles and the
brief coverage given by the TH ES
to the first woman to serve with
the Welsh Guards, 2LT Forster,
an Oxford biology graduate who
gained her commission with the
Officers' Training Corps (July l9).
The problem of the lack of person-
al skill training in higher education
having been identified here, a
possible solution is fòund, avail-
able to virtually all British stu-
dents in the form of the OTC. A
commission is, among other
things, a qrialification in lead-
ership, awarded by an institution
famous for its leadership research,
training and application; such
training is provided by the OTC.

Tony Tysome's report upon a
Gallup poll of student attitudes

The purpose of reprinting these passages is to show what real scope there is for the expansion of our
activities. It is hàped that UOTCs, with the support and assistance of the Military Education
Commiftees, will seek to forge such links with their universities, where such enterprises and

opportunities can be fostered for the wider benefit of individuals, the universities and the Army.

PUBLIC ATTITUDES

The Report began by commenting on the way we gather statistical evidence and what it actually

proves. To round off the Report it is of interest to think ahead of the Army, both regular and reserve

elements in which members of the OTC will be serving, or supporting during their working lives. The

concept of multinational/supranational forces, the use of the armed forces in military and non-military
tasks and the distinction between them in an increasingly interdependent world, is going to require far
greater subtleties of mind and interpretation than have been necessary hitherto.

Patriotism. It is therefore of interest to note the results of two more public surveys. The first is a
Gallup poll for the academic European Values Group (Times 22 Nov 91) - questioned 'would you
fight for your country?' (15,540 persons from 10 European Countries) 68Vo of the British sample

answered 'Yes'. Holland was second with 60Vo and the lowest nation scored 25Vo: fhe European

average was 457o.'How proud are you of your nationality?' was the next question. The 'very proud'
percentage shows Britain with 51.67o, with Northem heland slightly higher and the Irish Republic
giving the highest response. Innate may be British patriotism, but it is there in strength. The survey

also reveals that over 10 years the British had perceptably warmed to the concept of Europe. Whatever

one reads into these figures, they should be seen in the light of another and for our pulpose, much
more relevant survey.

Confidence in The Military. A Gallup poll was conducted (quoted Daily Telegraph23 Sep 91, with
a 15,500 sample) comparing the rating of public confidence in various institutions in West European

countries between 1981 and 1990 (before the Gulf War). The 'greatest confidence' shown by any

population in any of their institutions was the British with 8LVo of popular esteem for the Armed
Forces. The confidence was unchanged over the period. Other institutions highlighted were the police,

legal system, education and the press. Again one can conclude various things from surveys, but
surveys in a democracy do indicate what people believe, and that after all is the substance of
democracy. Such factors cited above are qualitative assessments and indicative of dimensions way

beyond the input/output measue of efficiency.

The OTC, however, needs no special pleading. It is part of the Armed Forces of the Crown; it is also

part of the fabric of the universities. In behaviourial science terms, the Army is a national Reference

Group; the UOTCs are Reference Groups for students in universities. Directly and indirectly the OTC

shows itself as a benign and balanced influence, contributing in its own way to the popular esteem for
the chief institution of national security. Finally and for the future, it is worth considering how the

OTC contribution can be measured nationally over the long term, perhaps with the assistance of the

National Employer's Liaison Committee. There is work to be done.

2Lt Spong was a member of Tayforth UOTC and is now serving on a Short Service Voluntary

Commission with the Ulster Defence Regiment.

Finally the following letter appeared which publicises the establishing of the first faculty of
Leadership Study at Surrey University, where there are already leadership modules in academic

courses, particularly engineering. Higher 18 August 1991.

srn, - John Adair, in his review
"Quest for Lost Leaders" (T/rø
Higher, July 26) calls for a "new
initiative in the field of leadership
studies in Britain". A Leadership
Institute comes into being in
Septêmber, with pump-priming
funding from PICKUP, to build
on the pioneering work of the
University of Surrey and address
the need to advance leadership in
all fields of human endeavour.
The institute has been created in
recognition of the need in Britain,

and indeed Europe, for a focal
point for leadership studies.

Key individuals from within the
university sector and from the
professions, industry and com-
merce will be influential in de-
veloping the institute's philos-
oph!, direction and operation.
This will help to overcome the
existing disparate nature of lead-
ership studies.

Through the promotion of the
study of leadership, creation of a
Íesource and information centre,

research, ccnsultancy, program-
mes to develop skills and the
development of materials and
methods appropriate to leadership
studies.the institute will strive to
establish itself as the centre of
excellence which is so needed if
the nation is to develop leaders of
the calibre required.
Yours faithfully

DAVID JAiIES
Department of Educational Studies

University of Surey
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F'il e Note

OFFIC ERS TRAINING CORPS ANNUAL REPORT 9.|

l. An Order of Merit was not announced or pub'lished as a result of the
iìrst year's U0TC EVAL Exercise. 0ne possib'le l'ist, with unweighted s'tatistics,
could be as follows

l. 0xford

2. tast Mi dl ands

3- Bri stol
Tayforth

5. B'irmi ngham

6. Northumbri a

7. Sheffield
B . L'i verpoo I

9. Gì asgow

I 0. hJal es

I I . Southampton

12. E and Hii

I 3= Leeds
'M and S

I 5. Exeter

I 6. Queens

17 . London

I B. Aberdeen

I 9. Cambrì dge

(rBe)

(r86)

(177 )

il 74)

0 70)

(167 )

il66)
fi55)
(rs4)
(l4e)
(r3r )

fi 28)

(126)

il20)
(ile)

(ee )

(7r )

?. 0ther lists may or may not be close to this list. Some UOTCS are
'-horoughìy 'prof essional ' 'in thei r organi sation and tra'in'ing, other demonstrously
ìess so. This reflects'in the'level of activities'as well as'successes'
as shown statistical'ly. Qualitat'ive research and assessment is alvlays more
cìfficult than quantìtatìve, and a balance must be struck.

o
J R MILTHAM

Maj
SO2 UOTC

txt 3500
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